Student-initiated appointment scheduling will be updated in Navigate when your institution activates the
new student scheduling interface that comes out with the Navigate Strategic Care 20.2.0 release. These
notes cover how appointment scheduling looks in the student desktop and mobile apps.
First, students can open the scheduling workflow from the same locations as they previously could;
however, the buttons look different. See figure 1 for an example of how the Schedule Appointment
button looks on the Appointments page. For now, this button is not configurable, but will be after a future
Navigate Strategic Care release. Once that release is complete, Application Administrators will be able to
configure this text in Navigate Staff.

Figure 1. New Schedule Appointment button on Appointments page in desktop app

This Schedule Appointment text appears in different places in the student desktop and mobile app. For
example, on Resources, To-Dos, Holds, and other locations, this text also comes from the Navigate
staff application. The icon will also now show a person, instead of a calendar. The tile design is the same.

Figure 2. Custom text from Navigate on the Resources page

In Academic Planner, the option to schedule an appointment is now in the left navigation bar.
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Figure 3. Schedule Appointment icon in Academic Planner navigation bar

When a student chooses to schedule anywhere in the student desktop or mobile app, the New
Appointment page opens.

Figure 4. New Appointment page in Navigate Student desktop app

Students choose their Care Unit and Service. In the example above, these are the fields named
Appointment Care Unit and Appointment Service. Students can choose more than one Care Unit and/or
Service.
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Figure 5. Fields to narrow appointment choices on New Appointment page

Once the Care Unit and Service are chosen, the student chooses a date and clicks Find Available Time.
The next page appears.

Figure 6. Available Appointment Slots in Student Scheduling Workflow

There are a number of new elements on this page. At the top of the page, students see the options they
chose on the previous page. These options can’t be changed unless they select the Start Over link.
These options are shown as “locked” as in the image below.
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Figure 7. Locked Options on Student Scheduling page

On the left is a filter panel that also shows the filters chosen, a calendar to pick a date for the
appointment, and more filters to narrow appointment options. Students can narrow by staff name,
location, and course and adjust those filters as needed. The main panel updates to reflect filtering
automatically.
Important. When the student selects a date, the scheduling feature shows appointments from the start
date until 30 days after the start date. Dates with available appointments will have a dot underneath
them in the date picker calendar.

Figure 8. Filter panel in Student Scheduling workflow

The main panel of the scheduling page shows available locations with appointment slots.
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Figure 9. Main Student Scheduling panel with appointment slots

Students can select one of the time slots from the list. Students can also select the link that says #
People to open a list of staff members.

Figure 10. List of Staff Members in Student Scheduling

If the student chooses a staff member from the list, the appointment list shows only time slot that the
staff member has available.
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Figure 11. Available Appointment Times for a Single Staff Member

Note. Students can remove any option from their filters by clicking the X next to it.

Figure 12. Removing an option when scheduling appointment in student workflow

If a student chooses a location that requires a course, they see the time slots for locations that don’t
require a course. For the location that is all course-based availability, they see a banner for the location
requiring the student to choose a course before seeing time slots for the location.

Figure 13. Locations requiring course selections before showing time slots
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If a student chooses a course in the filters or on the initial request page, the available time slots that
show match location, course, available staff, and service even if these other options related to the course
were not explicitly selected by the student first.
When a student chooses an appointment time, regardless of filters chosen, the Review Detail page
opens.

Figure 14. Review Detail page in Student Scheduling Workflow

Students can enter a comment and decide if they want email or text reminders. Once all the options are
set, students click Schedule. If their appointment is scheduled, students get a success message and the
option to View Appointments or Schedule Another Appointment.

Figure 15. Success Message for Scheduling Appointment

There are other ways students can make appointments with the new workflow. However, your Locationlevel configurations determine whether the student can see the drop-in and request appointment
workflows.
Students can schedule with their success team by clicking Get Assistance and choosing Meet My
Success Team from Other Appointment Options.
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